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Clue 6 REVEAL

We have everything ready for this stunner, save cutting a “frame” border to add so our 
pieced border fits perfectly. I can’t wait to show this to you! Without any intro, here she is 
complete.

As you can see, there is a frame in my background colour in between the centre design 
and the borders. This is the queen and king layout. The twin won’t have the side “arrows”, 
but is the same otherwise. The lap has none of those points and the corners are just a bit 
different. I will give you those maps on the next page. Here are those final cutting 
instructions for the “frame” in the BACKGROUND fabric IF you chose to add the border.

BACKGROUND Lap Twin Queen and King

4” WOF strips 6-7 7 9
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Here is the queen and king layout before the borders:

The lap is the centre 5x5 blocks. The twin is the centre 5 by all 7 blocks “tall”. If you don’t 
add the borders, your lap size should finish approximately 60” x 60”. The twin will be 60” x 
84”. The queen will be 84” x 84”. We need to add the borders to make it a king. I finished 
my version (page 1) at 104” x 104”. I originally thought I would add another “frame” border 
to the pieced border for about a 112” square, but once on the bed, I decided it was perfect 
at 104”. 

The border doesn’t show the purple quite the way I wanted it to 
in the pic. There is truly more contrast than it shows. You 
should see a purple “square” within the white and black border. 
Your version should have your pop frame showing more than 
mine.

Here is the corner so you can see how it comes together. You 
will need to mate clue 2 and 3 units beside each other for the 
zig zag effect and POP line to stay vertical or horizontal 
(depending on top/bottom or sides placement).
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